IF THE STUDENTS WANT IT

At its regular monthly meeting last Tuesday evening, the Advisory Council on Undergraduate Athletics was confronted with a problem which has recently been disturbing the Council off and on for quite some time. These are the reassurances of football and baseball as recognized sports in the M.I.T.A.

Football's case was presented by a student who, on his own initiative and through his own interest in the sport, undertook to work with the College the Workers Polytechnic Institute and the Remsull Polytechnic Institute, which maintain small squads which assist in satisfying the desire of the student body to say.

This Council was composed of one hall chairman and one vice-chairman for each hall, including the senior dormitory; two representatives at large at large, and three sub-committee heads are chosen from within the Council itself.

The various services offered by the Committees are provided for either social or athletic contests and games within the dormitories. For the use of the Council, the committee provides all sorts of equipment, ranging from ping-pong tables to catch-up
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